
CHAPTER I 

 INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the Problem 

Literary work is textual works with or without illustration and a feeling 

expressed through writing as stated by (Olsen, 1982). Literary work was usually 

written in the form of a third-person perspective. Therefore, the researcher will 

analyze the character of one of the figures, psychology is needed here. Literary 

psychology does not intend to solve psychological problems, literary psychology 

aims to understand the psychological aspects contained in a work (Butler, 1973). 

The difference between literature and psychology; Literature is more a work that 

has a taste like poetry, novels, music, etc. Whereas psychology is the character 

that exists in the taste of literary works. Therefore literature and psychology are 

related to one another.  

Psychology is the scientific study of the thoughts and behavior of every 

individual. Psychology also includes many sub-fields of study such as human 

development, health, clinical, social behavior, and cognitive processes in humans 

(Arkes & Garske, 1982).  

Psychological defines motivation as the process by which activities are 

initiated, directed, and sustained therefore the certain needs are fulfilled. Needs 

can be from the psychological of the human. Example: needing compassion, 

contentment, freedom, etc. Or else can be from the physical of the human. 

Example: needing food, drink, etc. The idea is that motivation is what guides us to 

achieve a goal (Richard, 2017). 
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In Jim's case, the researcher found that Jim had a pressure in his 

psychological that made him run away from his master. The pressure was caused 

by motivation from his discomfort because he was going to be sold by his master 

and also Jim really wanted to be reassembled with his wife and children without 

being a slave. 

Around a thousand years ago there are many cases about slavery in the USA 

where people did not get their rights as human beings. For example; On January 

31, 1865, Abraham Lincoln the 16th American president. Opposed and trying to 

eliminate all forms of slavery that exist in America. He issued the decree 

Proclamation of Emancipation, with the aim of ordering the abolition of the 

practice of slavery in all regions of the United States as stated by (Goldin, 1976). 

The researcher’s reason is interested in analyzing Mark Twain’s The Adventure of 

Huckleberry Finn is:  

1. The researcher is interested in analyzing Mark Twain’s The Adventure of 

Huckleberry Finn is during with the cases slave. Exactly to a character 

named Jim, a slave who runs away from the master to seek freedom.  

2. The researcher is interested to analyze this novel because there are cases 

in the novel that make Jim’s motivation to run away to seek freedom. The 

researcher identifies that there was an inner problem that make Jim 

uncomfortable so he ran away from his master.  

The reasons above that motivated researcher identifies life need fulfillment to 

apply psychoanalysis on the cases, Jim. To support the psychoanalysis, and theory 
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of character, plot, and setting in Mark Twain’s The Adventure of Huckleberry 

Finn (2015).  

The researcher is interested in Jim. Jim is a black slave, who has a master 

named Mrs. Watson. Jim is separated from his son and wife because they are 

slaves to different masters. One day Jim heard Mrs. Watson with white people 

who will buy Jim. Dislike about that, Jim ran away to find freedom then goes to a 

free country to raise money and buy his wife and children. When Jim ran away, he 

met with a bum Huckleberry who was running away too. Eventually, they ran 

away together using a raft across the Mississippi River.   

B. Statement of the Problem  

Based on the background of the research, the problem of the research is 

formulated as follows : 

1. How is the character of Jim, plot, and setting in Mark Twain’s The 

Adventure of Huckleberry Finn (2015)?  

2. How is the life need fulfillment of Jim in Mark Twain’s The Adventure of 

Huckleberry Finn (2015)?  

3. What are Jim’s motivations to run away in Mark Twain’s The Adventure 

of Huckleberry Finn (2015)?  

C. Purpose of the Research 

Based on the background and identification of the research, this research aims 

to deal with the following matters :  

1. To describe the character of Jim, plot, and setting in Mark Twain’s The 

Adventure of Huckleberry Finn (2015). 
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2. To explain life need fulfillment of Jim in Mark Twain’s The Adventure of 

Huckleberry Finn (2015). 

3. To find out the factor that motivates Jim to run away in Mark Twain’s 

The Adventure of Huckleberry Finn (2015). 

D. Significance of the Research 

This research has some significance. One of the scientific of this study is that 

the researcher gets a description and knowledge of the character, plot, setting of 

Jim in the novel. The researcher also gets a description and explanation of how 

life needs fulfillment to apply the psychoanalysis of Jim in this novel. This 

research can be a reference for future researchers who use the psychoanalysis in 

their researchers. 

E. Scope of the Research 

The object in this research is Mark Twain’s The Adventure of Huckleberry 

Finn (2015). The researcher focuses on Jim's character, plot, and setting, life need 

fulfilment, and Jim’s motivation to run away. Based on the problem and the 

objectives of the research, the researcher limits the research on: 

1. Analysis character of Jim, plot, and setting in Mark Twain’s The 

Adventure of Huckleberry Finn (2015).   

2. Analysis of life need fulfillment of Jim in Mark Twain’s The Adventure 

of Huckleberry Finn (2015).   

3. Analysis of motivate Jim to run away in Mark Twain’s The Adventure of 

Huckleberry Finn (2015). 
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F. Underlying Theories  

Based on the purposes of the research, this research uses Aminuddin’s theory 

of character, plot, and setting in Mark Twain’s The Adventure of Huckleberry 

Finn (2015). The researcher also uses Life Need Fulfilment and Jim’s motivation 

to run away using Abraham Maslow's Theory. The researcher used this theory to 

find out how Jim's personality and thought when he was a runaway. Knowing the 

process of Jim's needs and awareness in shaping behavior.   

G. Method of the Research 

In this research, there are four points in the method of the research. It is a 

kind of research, the technique of data collection, the technique of data analysis, 

and the technique of data presentation. Each point is explained below: 

1. Kind of Research 

This study uses library research used for character, plot, and setting 

analysis which tries to find out the life needs fulfillment and Jim's motivation 

to run away. 

2. Technique of Data Collection 

The researchers use two kinds of collection namely primary and 

secondary data sources. The primary data is The Adventure of Huckleberry 

Finn novel by Mark Twain. The secondary data are literary books, websites, 

dictionaries, and some articles related to the novel.   

3. Technique of Data Analysis 

The data of this research is going to be analyzed by descriptive-

qualitative analysis by describing the character, plot, setting in Mark Twain’s 
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The Adventure of Huckleberry Finn (2015), Jim’s life need fulfillment and 

Jim’s motivation. The data are taken from the novel The Adventure of 

Huckleberry Finn (2015). Therefore, the researcher identifies the data 

analysis.  

4. Technique of Data Presentation 

The data of this research are presented in the form of quotations.   

H. Thesis Organization 

This thesis is divided into 6 (six) chapters, as follows: 

1. Chapter I: Introduction 

This chapter covers the background of the problem, statement of the 

problem, purpose of the research, significance of the research, scope of the 

research, underlying theories, method of the research, and thesis organization.  

2. Chapter II: Literature Review 

This chapter consists of a description of the previous studies and 

theoretical review, including the sociological approach, theories of character. 

3. Chapter III: Research Method 

This chapter contains a description of the kind of research, the technique 

of data collection, the technique of data analysis, and the technique of data 

presentation.  

4. Chapter IV: Analysis 

This chapter contains Jim's analysis of his character, plot, setting, life 

need fulfillment and his motivation to run away. 
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5. Chapter V: Conclusion and Suggestion 

This chapter includes the conclusions of this study and suggestions for 

further research. 
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